
E N T E R P R I S E  S EC U R I T Y  P R O G R A M  R E V I E W

IMPLEMENT A NIST-
BASED ENTERPRISE  
SECURITY  
PROGRAM REVIEW 

A 3-Solution Approach for 
Stronger Security

Organizations are facing significant threats to their critical  
information and infrastructures as attacks grow more  
frequent and cybercriminals become more sophisticated.

Finding and hiring skilled security personnel is also  
challenging, making it more difficult for companies to be 
protected as threats continue to increase. 

An Enterprise Security Program Review is an assessment 
based on National Industry Standards and Technology (NIST) 
cybersecurity controls (800-53, 800-171) that can help you 
address and reduce current and immediate threats.
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The cost of cybercrime is expected to exceed 

$6,000,000,000,000 by 2021

$8,000,000,000,000 by 2022

800%
increase in attacks 
during the COVID-19 
pandemic

>1,000 pieces
of sensitive data are  
unprotected at almost  
half of all companies

Enterprise Security  
Program Review Phases:

01. Assess Current State of Security 

This is not your typical risk assessment. Receive an assessment  
of your organization’s current security posture, and detailed 
recommendations for centralizing your critical data and  
network infrastructure. 

02. Develop a Plan 

Obtain a risk-based priority list tied directly to the NIST 800-53  
or NIST 800-171 frameworks for a measurable, sustainable  
mitigative approach.

03. Implement the Plan 

Don’t perform another useless security review. With an Enterprise 
Security Program Review, you get highly specific implementation 
guidance and the ability to see the impact of remediation  
choices in advance. Ensure compliance and meet regulatory 
requirements, all while gaining visibility into security threats. 

04. Employ a Third Party for Review 

Acting as an impartial third-party, DirectDefense applies  
consultative services to provide thorough reviews of the existing 
infrastructure, including Exero and IronNet solutions and  
performance, ensure compliance with the NIST standards,  
and help you maintain a secure infrastructure even as the  
threat landscape changes. This offering is a truly enterprise- 
wide approach to multi-tier security.



Strengthen your security posture with an  
Enterprise Security Program Review
Visit directdefense.com/contact or call 1 888 720 4633.
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Leveraging industry-standard frameworks 
will help improve your overall security pos-
ture. The current and immediate threats 
can only be addressed using a compre-
hensive assessment, a real-time A.I. for 
threat visibility, a fully-active Health-Based 
Monitoring platform running on your 
entire network, and a third party to ensure 
compliance and consistency in your  
security solutions.

DirectDefense,  
Exero, and IronNet 
Make it Happen.

A Three-Solution,  
Multi-Phased Approach

Bridge your identified security gaps and receive proactive 
and automatic response capabilities with Exero, a health-
based endpoint asset monitoring tool through end-to-end 
technology solutions provider Unlimited Technologies.  

IronNet’s mission is to deliver the power of collective defense 
cybersecurity to defend companies, sectors, and nations. 
IronNet uses net flow A.I. analyses for network traffic  
detection and response paired with anonymized threat 
intelligence sharing, which directly relates to US Executive 
Order 13800. 

As the ESPR Assessor and an MSSP for IronNet customers, 
we provide consultative and strategic services that include 
an infrastructure review, project planning, and reference 
architecture goal development for your Enterprise Security 
Program Review.

Enterprise Cybersecurity  
Program Review

BASED ON NIST FRAMEWORK


